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FILMS IN REVIEW

Happy Hour

Reviewed by Bobby Cramer
Money isn't everything. By an act of alchemy, director Mike Bencivenga has
turned a low-budget indie into a golden experience. HAPPY HOUR is one of the
most extraordinary collection of talent ever gathered together onscreen. The
sensitive, luminous performances by LaPaglia and Stoltz, both familiar
yeoman character actors, should raise them to the next level of renown. Both
have never been better. But the big “find” here is the little-known Feeney,
around for eons in mostly B films. With barely any change in wardrobe and
devoid of makeup she comes across as a beautiful woman and authentically
beautiful person.
Finally, to helmer Bencivenga goes the crown for this jewel of a film (only his
second feature). His tight, always-in-control direction and intense dialogue
between three people who really matter to each other, makes you feel you’re
eavesdropping.

THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Happy Hour

Reviewed by Sheri Linden
Terrific performances by Anthony LaPaglia, Eric Stoltz and Caroleen Feeney
infuse this well-written comic drama with a realistic ease. Director Mike
Bencivenga and his co-scripter, Richard Levine, have crafted a Manhattan-set
tale that strikes a fine balance between sardonic banter and poignancy.
Centered on the last days of an alcoholic, "Happy Hour" deftly avoids the
grimness and maudlin sentimentality one might expect.
LaPaglia's hard-boiled voice-over notwithstanding, the real focus of "Happy
Hour" is Levine, and Stoltz portrays him with an appropriate ambiguity. An
aspiring writer who hides himself behind a low-stress numbers-crunching job,
he's effete and urbane, the consummate fifth wheel to Tulley and Natalie's
relationship and possibly in love with his friend. Stoltz and Feeney convey the
fallout and the rewards for people who attach themselves to alcoholics, while
LaPaglia's Tulley is charming, awful and utterly believable.
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(Director Mike Bencivenga on location with Anthony LaPaglia)

NEW YORK MAGAZINE

HAPPY HOUR

Reviewed by Logan Hill
Anthony LaPaglia's affecting turn as an alcoholic copywriter falling for a
schoolteacher anchors this understated, intriguingly pitched urban tale about
dashed promises among aspiring literary types in New York. Mike
Bencivenga's film has the rich characterization and observant sensibility of
classic literature; as such, it's never cloying, despite a setup rife with
opportunities to pander.

FILM THREAT

HAPPY HOUR

Reviewed by Merle Bertrand
Director Mike Bencivenga takes what could so easily have been a trite, clichériddled melodrama and instead, somehow turns it into...well, a wry and
moving melodrama. This is due in no small part to the substantial, if
necessarily understated heft given to the roles of Tulley and Levine by
LaPaglia and Stoltz, respectively.
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(Eric Stoltz on location with Director Mike Bencivenga)

TV GUIDE ONLINE

HAPPY HOUR
Reviewed by Maitland McDonagh
Director-co writer Mike Bencivenga and Richard Levine's sharply written,
flawlessly acted feature evokes the giddy highs and stygian lows of an
alcoholic writer who's used up his second chances.
Books and movies are full of charming drunks who bear little resemblance to
real-life boozers; the genius of LaPaglia's performance is that his perfectly
calibrated Tulley embodies the best and the worst of world-class drinkers.
Stoltz and Feeney match LaPaglia scene for scene, and Bencivenga elicits
strong supporting performances from Sandrine Holt as Tulley's boss, writer
Malachy McCourt as his mentor and Robert Vaughn as his remote,
disapproving father, the successful writer whose long, cold shadow slowly
asphyxiated Tulley's promising literary career.
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Behind the scenes shooting “Happy Hour” at The Algonquin with Steve Dunleavy, Robert
Vaughn, Pete Hamill and Jack Newfield. With Mike and co-writer Richard Levine.
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PHOTOS FROM THE SET OF “HAPPY HOUR”
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